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Abstract
Data mining is a complex systematic engineering. For complex systems that is influenced by
multi indexes, the relevance, hierarchy and fuzziness among indexes pose great challenges to
data mining of complex system. Therefore, the paper proposes a multi-index grey relational
data mining model of complex system based on grey system theory. First, the paper constructs
index sets and grey categories for data mining objectives, and, under the different grey
categories, builds up grey classic domain and grey partial domain for the aforementioned
index sets. Next, normalized processing is undertaken to unify scales of different kinds of insets,
whose weight generating algorithm is also provided herein. The paper then establishes a grey
relational coefficient model and a grey relational degree model whose value is used to obtain
the grey categories of the data mining objectives. Finally, the paper verifies and expounds
multi-index grey relational data mining model by applying it to real-life practice. The results
show the effectiveness and feasibility of this model.
Keywords: grey system theory; grey relation analysis; complex system; data mining; model
and algorithm

1. Introduction
Data mining is a popular study in the field of artificial intelligence. Generally, with
algorithm, latent information from massive data is searched for reuse. This process
enriches knowledge that is required for design, thus enhancing the efficiency and quality
of design. For this, numerous specialists and scholars have undertaken a string of research
and discussions and obtains a series of achievements in application fields. However, as
they have different perspectives in solving problems, present data mining models and
approaches tend to be applied with specific limitations, such as massive data, strong
logical reasoning, or establishment of precise mining models. For this reason, the paper
researches on multi-index data mining in complex system. By analyzing its feature, and
based on grey system theory [8-10], the paper proposes an improved multi-index grey
relational data mining model in complex system. This model provides a new approach to
addressing issues in multi-type and multi-index data mining in large complex system.

2. Concepts of Grey Relational Theory
Grey system theory, as a discipline of applied mathematics, studies uncertain systems
in which part of the information is known and part of the information is unknown. The
system that it applies to is small in samples and poor in information, and has clear
extension and unclear connotation. According to this theory, levels of recognition,
information and decision determine whether the information is complete or not. There is
connection between higher-level systems and lower-level systems with regard to the
amounts of determinate information. Known information provides a sufficient way to
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unveil rules of systems. As one of the main research approaches, grey relational analysis
deals with problems of the above system. By establishing random and irregular
multi-index grey relational analysis model in complex system, it determines relations
among various random and irregular indexes, based on which it further analyzes,
anticipates and digs situation data of developing and changing complex system. The grey
system theory is widely applied in the field of engineering.
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Accordingly, the time series of n indexes to data mining objectives in the complex
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In particular, when different indexes have different weights, and the weight of j is
then equation (4) can be expressed as:
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For the situation mining of developing and changing complex system, given that the
influential indexes are uncertain, and that the obtained data is obviously grey in possible
disorder or in its representation way, grey relational analysis is well applicable to complex
system with regard to digging and utilizing its latent intrinsic rules.

3. Multi-Index Grey Relational Data Mining Model of Complex System
3.1. Indexes Selection and Index Sets Establishment
To effectively undertake data mining of complex system, it is necessary to select in To
effectively undertake data mining of complex system, it is necessary to select indexes that
relates to the mining objectives in a reasonable way. Guided by the principle of
scientificity, objectivity, comprehensiveness and measurability, the paper obtains indexes
with both grey cluster analysis and comprehensive evaluation. Assume that there is n
indexes that relates to the mining objectives, then the index set R is constructed as:
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Obviously, with establishment of the index set R, the grey relational sequence
for any time t is expressed as follows:
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3.2. Grey Categories and Grey Classical Domain
In order to identify precisely where the objective belongs, and with establishment of
index set R, indexes should be specified for their grey categories. The partition size of
grey categories depends on actual situations in data mining. Oversize partition means a
broad scope of mined objective. Skimpy partition may results in lack of data support in
categorizing objectives, which will neutralize efficacy. Therefore it is necessary to choose
grey category partitions in a reasonable way. Assume that there are M grey categories of
the index set R, the grey classical domain
is expressed as follows:

ukj

of index j under the grey category k

ukj  ukjlef , ukjrig  , ukjlet  ukjrig
Correspondingly, the grey partial domain
expressed as follows:

(8)
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3.3 Normalized Treatment of Grey Numbers
The diversity of indexes determines that normalized treatment should be undertaken
towards different types and dimensions of indexes so as to obtain their unified scales. The
forms of treatment is generalized into the following forms:
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In particular, if it reaches the optimal value
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After the above normalized treatment, all of the classical domains and partial domains
of influential factors are marked between 0 and 1, and satisfy the condition of
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oj
0j
and
. This thus guarantees uniformity of anticipation
and analysis, and makes it more accurate and reliable for the results of multi-factor
anticipating of complex system.

3.4 Grey Relational Data Mining Analysis
The paper obtains data of the index j and undertakes normalization treatment on it to
acquire the index’s magnitude
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Given the weight j of the index j, the grey relational grade
objective and the grey category k is expressed as follows:
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According to grey relational degree
, the paper determines which grey category the
mining objective belongs to. The classic domain of the above category is the right
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magnitude zone of the mining objectives. It can be seen that the partition level of classic
domain determines the preciseness degree of data mining. For this reason, if the mining
objective fails to meet requirements on preciseness, process of partition treatment can be
done repeatedly to indexes until the preciseness of the mining objective is enough.
3.5 Grey Modelling
As far as what has been mentioned, the basic procedure of the model herein is shown in
Diagram 1 as follows:
Historical data

Grey index and index set

Mining object

Gray classical domain

Gray category

Gray comparison sequence

Grey reference sequence
Normalized processing model

Multi index normalized processing
Gray distance calculation model
Gray distance
Grey correlation coefficient
calculation model
Gray correlation coefficient
Grey relational degree
calculation model

Index weight
Gray correlation degree

Gray category attribution

No
Does it meet the accuracy requirements?

Thinning gray category

Yes
Output mining results

4. Modelling Verification
Profits of a large corporation are closely related to its phased market plans of a
premium brand. It is of great importance to dig and analyze phased revenue of the
corporation. Therefore, the paper expounds the paper obtains the growth rate of products
and profits of the premium brand in different marketing phases with investigation and
analysis, which is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Growth Rate of Products and Profits
Marketing phases
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Growth rate
Product A Product B
0.011
0.143
0.058
0.182
0.210
0.076
0.157
0.182
0.096
0.228
0.165
0.249
0.300
0.271
0.346
0.287
0.279
0.310

Product C
0.086
0.175
0.153
0.211
0.201
0.380
0.298
0.352
0.322

Profits
0.042
0.091
0.115
0.267
0.169
0.224
0.285
0.368
0.325
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10

0.285

0.300

0.260

pending

Based on the growth rate of mining objectives, the classical domains of the obtained
four grey categories for products A, B, and C, which are regarded as the relational indexes
of data mining, is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Classical Domains of Grey Categories
Grey
categories
1
2
3
4

Mining
range
0-0.10
0.10-0.20
0.20-0.30
0.30-0.40

Index A
0.01-0.06
0.09-0.21
0.15-0.30
0.27-0.35

classical domains
Index B
0.14-0.19
0.07-0.23
0.18-0.28
0.28-0.31

Index C
0.08-0.18
0.15-0.21
0.21-0.38
0.32-0.36

Based on the given grey distance and grey relational coefficient computing model
herein, the paper obtains corresponding computing results, which is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Grey Distances and Grey Relational Coefficient
Index A
Grey
categori
es
1
2
3
4

Index B

distance

Relational
categories

distance

0.251
0.148
0.096
0.047

0.376
0.517
0.639
0.820

0.137
0.170
0.086
0.016

Index C
Relationa
l
categorie
s
0.539
0.479
0.669
1.000

distance

Relational
categories

0.139
0.085
0.092
0.117

0.526
0.672
0.651
0.584

Given that there are different influencing degrees on profits, the three products’
respective weight is set as 0.4, 0.3, and 0.3. And then the obtained grey relational grade
sequence between the mining objective and grey categories is  = 470, 0.552, 0.652, 0.803 . It
is seen that the mining objective is in the fourth grey category, with its profit growth rate
ranging from 0.30 to 0.40. The fact that the actual growth rate is 0.337, which falls within
the obtained range, testifies the effectiveness of the mining model herein.

5. Conclusion
The paper discusses data mining of complex system and proposes a multi-index grey
relational data mining model of complex system based on the grey system theory. By
analyzing s string of grey category, index treatment, grey distance, grey relational
coefficient and grey relational degree, the paper obtains the mining objective’s area to
which it belongs. The clear and easily-calculated model is testified to be effective and
thus provides a new approach to address data mining of complex system.
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